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future >
PRODUCTS

After slow period, Japan’s product pipeline is full
Mark Rechtin and Lindsay Chappell
mrechtin@crain.com

What with the earthquake, a strong yen and Toyota’s recall crisis, the combined U.S. market share of
Japan’s three biggest automakers has plunged in the
past year.
Generally speaking, it has been a barren period in
terms of new-product launches, too. But a surge of
models in the pipeline at Toyota, Honda and Nissan
could mean that the Detroit 3 and the high-flying Koreans soon will have a renewed fight on their hands.
Toyota plans to redesign the Camry, Yaris, Tacoma
and Avalon by the fall of 2012 and will launch the
Prius V, Prius C and Prius Plug-in within the next
year or so.
Honda has a big year coming up, with a redesigned
CR-V arriving this winter and a redesigned Accord
following next spring.
Nissan goes into redesign mode this fall on several

of its best-selling models, including the Versa, Sentra, Altima and Pathfinder. Over the next 18 months
Nissan also will seek to bring a fresh look to an existing lineup.
By the spring of 2013, Lexus plans to redesign or reengineer the GS, ES, IS and LS sedans. A new wave of
Scion products will carry Toyota’s youth brand into
different segments.
Acura’s two crossovers, the RDX and MDX, will be
redesigned in 2012, and the RL flagship will be re-engineered in late 2012.
Meanwhile, Infiniti is preparing to expand its
portfolio as it develops three vehicles over the next
few years: a compact sedan, a family-sized
crossover and an electric luxury car based on the
Nissan Leaf.
Here are the model-by-model plans for Toyota
Motor Sales U.S.A., American Honda Motor Co. and
Nissan North America. c
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the experts
igging up details about the future product plans of
carmakers — everything from supercars to plug-in
hybrids — requires some plugged-in reporters.
This week’s exhaustive look at new models
coming from Toyota, Lexus, Scion, Nissan, Infiniti, Honda
and Acura follows weeks of reporting by two veteran
Automotive News staffers: West Coast Editor Mark Rechtin
in Los Angeles and Mid-South Bureau Chief Lindsay
Chappell in Nashville.
Rechtin has been covering the Asian brands in the United
States since 1993, and Chappell has been roaming the
Southland for us since 1988.
You won’t find a more comprehensive review of future
product plans than what Automotive News provides in this
annual series. We do it every summer, but teasing out the
information is a reporting mission that never really ends for
the likes of Rechtin and Chappell.
Next week: Chrysler
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JAPAN’S PRODUCT PLAN
Model years

2012

Mark Rechtin
mrechtin@crain.com

oyota plans an onslaught of
products in the next two years
that will attempt to propel the
brand back into a leadership
position.
At least 10 new or redesigned
products will arrive in dealerships
by the end of next year.
A major change in Toyota’s product development process involves
lengthening the platform cadence.
The former strategy called for a
model redesign roughly every five
years, with a slight fascia change after the third year. The new one may
stretch the cycle to six years, but the
midpoint will see more dramatic
sheet metal changes and even powertrain upgrades.
Yaris: A redesign, with more aggressive styling, comes this fall, delayed slightly by the earthquake that
damaged the Iwate factory. The new
version of the global subcompact
rides on a 98.8-inch wheelbase, 2
inches longer than the current model.
A three-door and five-door hatch
will be offered initially, and there are
plans for a sedan. The new 98-hp

T

1.3-liter engine is offered overseas,
but Toyota may stick with the 106hp 1.5-liter engine for North America. Transmission choices will be a
five-speed manual or a continuously variable transmission.
iQ EV: Toyota Division will get an
electric version of the Scion iQ in
2012. But with a projected range of
about 50 miles, it will be sold to
commercial fleets with short
routes and centralized charging
systems.
Corolla: For the Corolla’s last redesign, Toyota successfully extended the cadence from five to six years.
It likely will do so again, making the
2012 model year freshening more
than a mere fascia change. That
would push a redesign to the spring
of 2014. The redesigned Corolla’s
styling will be European-influenced
and not follow the swoopy lines of
the Hyundai Elantra and Ford Focus.
Matrix: Built in the busy Cambridge, Ontario, plant, the Matrix
probably will be killed after the current generation.
Camry: Toyota isn’t changing the
recipe much with its fall 2012 resee TOYOTA, Page 20

2014

2015

ACURA

TL freshen
MDX redesign

TL redesign
RL re-engineer
RDX redesign

RSX sedan debut
RSX coupe debut

HONDA

Civic redesign
CR-V redesign
Pilot freshen

Fit EV debut
Accord redesign
Element replaced?

Fit redesign
Pilot redesign
Ridgeline successor?

INFINITI

M hybrid debut

Small car debut
(or 2014)
JX debut
G re-engineer
QX56 freshen

Electric sedan debut
EX redesign (or 2015)
FX restyle
G convertible,
coupe re-engineer

2012 M35
HYBRID

LEXUS

CT debut
GS re-engineer

IS redesign
ES redesign

LS redesign

HS redesign
RX redesign
LFA roadster debut

NISSAN

Versa sedan
redesign
Maxima freshen
GT-R freshen

Versa hatchback
redesign
Sentra redesign
Altima redesign
NV200 debut
370Z freshen
Rogue redesign
Frontier restyle
Murano re-engineer
Pathfinder redesign

NV200 EV debut
(or 2015)
Maxima restyle
Titan redesign
Murano Hybrid
possible debut
Armada redesign

Leaf coupe
possible debut

SCION

iQ debut

xD redesign
FR-S debut

A-BAT debut

TOYOTA

Yaris redesign
Corolla freshen
Camry redesign
Prius V debut

Prius C, Prius
Plug-in debut
Avalon redesign
RAV4 re-engineer
RAV4 EV debut
Highlander redesign
Tacoma restyle

Sequoia redesign
Land Cruiser redesign
Tundra redesign

Toyota Yaris

Toyota pursues
U.S. comeback
with product blitz

2013

2012
VERSA
SEDAN

NSX debut?

Insight redesign

2012 iQ

Corolla redesign
Prius redesign
FT-86 debut

WHAT DO THE TERMS MEAN?
■ Freshen: Sheet metal untouched; changes may include new grille, front and/or rear fascia, headlight
and taillight modules
■ Reskin: Minor changes to the vehicle’s overall sheet metal; may include new hood,
front and/or rear fenders
■ Restyle: Extensive changes to the exterior and interior
■ Re-engineer: Vehicle’s platform and components receive an extensive makeover to reduce noise,
vibration and harshness; upgrades made to improve such qualities as ride, handling, braking and steering,
and in some cases, safety
■ Redesign: New platform; new interior and exterior; engine and transmission could be carried over

